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SALES ISSUE:  Early Success in Lansing

WJZL, Lansing, launched as Smooth Jazz 92.7 with JRN on October 3.  In less
than three months, before any ratings, they’ve sold out two breaks an hour in all 
the key dayparts.  And temporarily they’ve opened up a third stopset until 
Christmas.  In October I met with Scott Truman, GSM for WJZL (and Rubber 
City’s Mid-Michigan Radio Group), along with his staff of eight.  This month we 
talked again, about what has contributed to their progress so far.  Noting the 
listener response, he remarked,” I’ve never seen a format take off like this one.”

Marketing:  “In order to succeed a business should start with a five-year plan, 
says Truman.  “That plan needs to include a marketing budget.  We’re an 
advertising medium.  We need to advertise too -- we’re no different, but 
surprisingly many broadcasters find this hard to accept.”  WJZL has launched 
with an $85,000 TV campaign for the fall book, and they will do further marketing 
following a signal upgrade and frequency shift next year.  “Marketing has 
certainly jump-started the station and accelerated word-of-mouth,” Scott notes.  
“But business people are busy and may not see our TV spot.  So we need to tell 
them how we’re promoting the station.”

Confidence:  “Our sales department knows that we stand behind Smooth Jazz 
92.7 completely.  The logo, media kit and TV campaign were all ready in 
advance.  We began educating the sales staff about Smooth Jazz a month 
before the launch.  Confidence is contagious,” Truman believes.  “People want to
run with a winner.  Our salespeople walk out of here exuding that confidence.”

Introductory rates:  For WJZL it was important to get advertisers who are good 
Smooth Jazz prospects on the air quickly and using the station.  Because of the 
newness of the format, Scott departed from usual practice and offered 
discounted packages for the fourth quarter.  Advertisers could spend $365 a 
week and get a rate of $7 in the major dayparts, as part of a schedule spread 
throughout the day and week.  By comparison, the company’s sports station, with
a comparable FM facility, gets about $25.  I asked Truman about the difficulty he 
expected in selling rate increases later.  “That’s always a challenge,” he says, 
“but our clients understand that this is introductory.  Rates will go up gradually, 
starting with the fall book results next month.”  Scott’s a big believer in supply 
and demand.  “The key to creating demand is selling out the inventory,” normally 



at about six minutes an hour.  “If they can’t have something, then they’re gonna 
want it.”

Targeting advertisers:  WJZL knew that Smooth Jazz would be a “concept sell” 
with a lot of local-direct business.  “The types of clients we originally targeted 
have worked,” Truman says.  Currently WJZL’s advertisers include jewelers, 
florists, art galleries and framing, home improvement, a tax consultant, 
restaurants, a grocer, and the Capital Area District Libraries.  “We believe in 
qualifying clients,” Scott points out.  “Ask them the right questions, and they’re 
likely to figure out that they belong on your station.”

SALES:  Home Improvement Product Purchases

Here’s the latest in our series of questions to the Online Music Panel about 
purchases planned in the next 12 months, from October 14:

Paint 38%
House plants 36%
Carpeting, flooring or tile 33%
Window treatments, drapes or blinds 30%
Bathroom fixtures 28%
Lighting fixtures 25%
Kitchen or laundry appliances 24%
Mattress 21%
Stereo system 21%
Home theater system 18%
Countertops 18%
Closet accessories 17%
Cabinetry 16%
Windows or screens 14%
Vacuum cleaner 14%
Water purification or conditioning equipment   9%
Fireplace equipment   8%
Antique dealer or repair   8%
Garage door or opener   7%
Art gallery or dealer   6%
Water heater   6%
New home security system   3%

Sample:  195 persons age 25-64

Based on input from an affiliate, our next category will be vehicles.  What would 
your sales department most like to know about?  We’re also interested in your 
ideas for other perceptual questions.  Recently we asked the panel what 
would increase their participation.  After reviewing their answers we decreased 



the number of songs in our surveys by nearly half.  The initial reaction has been 
an increase of about 50% in the response rate!  Here’s another way you can 
help:  If you have any locally programmed dayparts, please promote the 
Online Music Panel during those shows, along with the promos and liners 
throughout the rest of the day.  Contact us if you’d like some scripts.  More sign-
ups will give us bigger samples.    

HEAVY SMOOTH JAZZ LISTENERS DIVIDED ON CONTESTS

On December 1 we asked the Online Music Panel how they felt about radio 
contests:

31% prefer contests where they submit a written entry (mail, fax, email, 
website) which is entered into a random drawing.

13% prefer to have to dial the phone to be the “ninth” caller.”

5% prefer to submit a written entry, listen for their name at a specific time, 
and then call in.

A full 50% would rather hear more Smooth jazz and not have their listening 
time wasted with any contests at all.

We also included an open-ended question, which included preferred prizes.  
We’re analyzing those responses for a future issue. 
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